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PREFACE 

This thesis systema~cally devolops the problems connected 

with nonhomogeneity of mechanical properties of materials ~n plates 
I 

and . shells for isotropic or anisotropic cases. Such problems;, pesides 
. ' 

being of great scientific importance, play a ~ery sign11'ican~ role in 

many technical applications and in engin~ering practice. 

Increasing use of compos! te materials in aerospace appli-
·-· ,.. . '· ' 

cations _or·. wide utilization of concrete to change the surface of the 

earth or timber-technology draws the attention to solve the problems 

ot 'Plane-elasticity, thermoelas.tici ty and visco-elastic! ty in static . 
' 

as w~ll as dynamic conditions_where the nonhomogeneous material is 

isotropic or anisotropic. Experiments in recent times show that in a 
. I 

. i 

medium w1 th detin:f. te type ot temperature, the homogeneous c~acter 
i 

P:teaks down giving rise to nonhomog~nei ty ·to elastic modulii_ as well · 

as the coefficients-of thermal ·expansion. In practical situations 

these inhomogeneities are also produced by temperature gradients. . . . 
' 

The investigators satisfaction lies in designing a· structure 

with minimum material but 1 t must be of. maximum strength. · T~s 

objective can be fulfilled w1 th structures made ct nonhomogeneous 
' 

materials .or . structures formed by layered media having continuously 

increasing or decreasing stiffne$s. Therefore it is wor.thy to develop 
. . 

the expression of displacements and stresses in plates and· shells 

taking into account the nonhomogeneous character of the mater1ai. 



(iii)· 

I 

The opening chapter of this thesis is devoted to non-linear ,. 
l 

- I 

problems on plates of isotropie material. The sec9nd chapter) ~e~s 
. i . 

w1 th an anisotropic disk problem. The remaining tour chapters~ ar~e --on 
t 

shells. The third chapter covers the problems on twisted spheres and 

spherical caps of isotropic nature. Fourth, fifth and sixth chapters 
' ; 

are on sphet'ical and cylindrical shells made of anisotropic materials 

in static or. dynamic state of course, nonhomogenei ty is an essential 

feature in every problem. 

The first chapter consists of two large deflection problems. 

It may be noted that in solving the large deflection plate problems . . 
- 1 ' 

one has to encounter the non-linear differential equations 'whi.ch cannot 
' 

be exactly solved. However, the relevant d.i:fferential equations may be 

obtained as a fourth order differential equation coupled ·w1 th a non-
i 

linear second order equation when the same is deduced from the total 

strain-·energy of the system in which the strain-energy due to second 

strain in~ariant is neglected. This method was adopted first by Berger 

(1955) C4J who bas successfully solved the equations for ~ireular 
... ' ~ 

and rectangUlar plates under uniform load and sui table boun~y con-
. ' 

ditions. Though no justification bas yet been given for such~; type or 
approximation, the results 'obtained in. this process tally with those 

. ' 

whenever available from more exact theories or from experiments. This 

approximate method has been extended to various problems of plates and 
1 

sheils by many-authors e.g. Iwinski and Nowinski (1957) L ... 23J on 
. . - .... liilili • 

ortho-tropi.c plates, Nash and Modeer (1960) L 31../ on flexural 
'-. . -

vibrations of plates, Basul.i (1968) L-SJ- on heated plates; 
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l ~ . 

Das (1972) C1sJ, (1913) l_-r1.1 on shallow spherieal shell under 
,--· 

. variable load, heated ·ei~culai- plate. under vari~ble load::and.-; ~thert\J• 
- 'i . 

' . . - I -

The first paper of this cbapter considers the large det1eeti9n ot a 
. . 1 

square plate ·of uniform .thickness mad$ of non)lomogeneous mat~ial where 
. . . I 

' -

the plate _is under normal J?l'essure ~nd three dimensional temperature 

distribution. The case of ,an intini te strip of nonhomogeneous material 

w1 th urdtorm thickness subjected to. nernial pressure and heating is also 
. -- I 

dealt w1 th. The nonh0mogeneity of the· material is characterized by the 
o o ~- R 

t • 

linear variation of the Young's modulus. fhe normal deflections wbieh 
. ' l 

I 

-are vi tally important to ~pose the behavior of the plate or strip are 
. ! 

obtained. The normal.deflection of homogeneous strip is fo~ approxi-
. ~ , \ 

ma~ely f'our times· that of nonhomog~neo:us ~trip. The second p~per of-
- . - ', 

this chapter is intended to f'ind the. axisymmetric large deflection of 

a thermo-elastic annular ~ireular plate subjec-ted 1;o lateral' load and 

heating, in which the elastic property varies as any power of the 
- . -: 

distance frGJD its centre~. The load. function is any f\Ulction ~f the 
. I 

radius of the- plate and the temperature varies in the directlons of 

the tbickness and the· radius of the plate. The normal dispiabements 

of the plate under .. different- boundary conditions are pre~etftet in · " 
I , ·; 

simple forms. 

!be second chapter contains· only one paper on anis~tropic 

nonhomogeneous spinning disk. Stresses in a symmetrical rotaUng 

annular disk of variable thickness . under- , variable thermal loading are 
; . . . 

calculated. A particular t;ype of al)isotropy is considered here so that : 

( 
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'·' ' 

.the principal axes of anisotropy coincide with the ·principal·· axes of 
. J ·. ' I 

stress at each point of the solid which, in addition, is con;tinuously 
' . 

inhomogeneous with mechanical properties varying along the radius. 

The results found by Leopold (1948) L-2aJ, Sengupta (1949) ·t_-asJ, 

Mollah (1976) L-29J or' Gurura3a and Srinath (1973) L-:21.7 ai-e 
. . I . . 

deducible from the results presented here. · . I 
l 

The thlrd' chapter bas two pap~rs. Th' first one is~ d~voted 

to determine the stresses ·and displacement due to two equal ~nd oppo-. . 

si:te c~uples.applied on·the surface of.a composite inbomogen~us 
' 

elastic· sphere having homogeneous concentric 1nclus1Gn. General 
·, ' . 

solutions are presented in ter~s· of Whittaker function~ and ~ssoeia• 

ted Legendre functions. ChEi:kraborty' ~ (1970) L-12J resul. ts for the 

-same problem w1 th homogeneous outer shell can be derived from the 

general results. The torsion;al vibration of a truncated ·eone1 l4 th 
I 

spherical caps is discussed in· the second paper. Equations of motion 
. ' ! 

·ar·e solved under two sets of boundary 'conditions. The frequencies of· . . 

Vibration have been calculated. The rigidity and the density· of the 

material of the structure are proptional to any power of the distance 

'from the vertex. 

The chapter four is entirely on static. problems of' shells of 
. I 

considerable thickness. ·'!he materials concerned are nonhomog(meous antl 
t. "• I ' 

'·atnsotropic. Anisotropic nonholllogeneous elastic media are· the subjects 

of many auth~s like Greif and Chou (1971) L.-aoJ, Brodeau (~959) L.-9J, 

Bors (1'959) t'sJ, Kaliski (1959) L-24J ~nd others. Spherieklly 
l 

isotropic materials have their physical properties transversely 
\ 
( 
I 
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isotropic about the radius vectar drawn from some particular\ point, 
- 1 

fixed w1 th respect to the matwial. In other words, in these; materials, 

the physical. properties_ are the same for all directions tangent to any 
. -. 

S})here with its origin at a certain point. ~he. elastic prop~ ties of 
. ' 

such a material ··is described by five elastic parameters. An is~tropie 

material with two independent elastic parameters is a special case ot 
' - . 

spherical isotropy. ~his definition, of "spherical isotropy" is some-. : 

times followed to mean "spherical anisotropy". But in ~his thesis the 

term 'spherical isotropy' is used everphere. ~he first paper of this 
- . 

chapter deals w1 th a spherically isotropic elastic medium bounded -bY 

two concentl-ic spherical surfaces subj eeted to normal pressures. The 

material of the structure is spherically isotropic and, in addition, 

is continuouslr inhomogeneous w1 th mechanical properties varying 
;. 

exponentially as the radius and as the square of the radius~ Exact 
. - . - ;k 

solutions for both the ~iations are presented in terms of Whittaker 
- - -.-...-.y---: --

~· 

functions. !he St. Venant's solution in the ease of homogeneous· material 
- - . . - . . . -- ~ 

and Lame's :solutions in the ease of homogeneous isotropic ~terial ~e 
·····elf . 

' ( 

derived here from the general solutions. ~he problem of a solid .sphere 
- - . - - - -· ,. 

of the same ~edium under external pressure is also solved:· as' a ·part!-· 
. - '--' ' 

cular case et the above problem~ ~he displacements and str.sses of ·a,.,~--
. J.-

eomposi te sphere consisting of a solid spherical body· made of homo-
- '~J 

geneous materlal ,and a nonhomogeneous eoneentric spherical s~ell covar-
1 ·r; 

ing the illelusion, both of them being spherically isotrop1.c; are 
' ~-. 

. ' 

obtained when the sphere is under uniform compression. Such structures 
I ' f;'· 
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with the above mentioned material property are '-n extensive 'ilse where 

the radiation sheilcling is needed. The above analysis is . als~ of' much 
( 

help for layered media having exponentially increasing or d~reasing 

stiffness. The .-seeond paper of this chapter is still more important. 
t' 

Here the elasticity problem of a cylindricallY. anisotropic elastic 
l 

medium bounded by two axisymmetric cylindrical surfaces subj~cted to 

normal pressures ( plan~strain ) is studied. The material o~ the· 
; ' ,, . 

structure is orthott-opic with cy-lindrical anisotropy- and, in addition,-
< 

is continuously ,inhomogeneoas with mechanical properties varp.ng 
' 

exponentially along the radius. Stress~s. and displacements ~e found 
' . 

in terms of Whittaker !'unctions. The results obtained by St.'Venant for 

homogeneous cylindrically anisotropic medium follow from the' general 
i 

solu~ons. The problem of a solid cyli~der of the same medium 'l:lllder 
1 

the external presstn"e is also solved as ·a particular case o:r the above 
' l" 

problem. Problems of the type covered in this paper are enca1mtered in . 

nuclear reactor design. The·· ~ast paper of' this chapter is no ,less 
]• 
;; 

important. The object or this paper is to determine the. radial dis• 
1 i 

placement and relevant stresses in cylindrical shell ( plari~strain ) 

on the basis. ot three dimensional linear theory of' elasticit~. The 
.. 

nature of' the material proper.-ty is same as stated for the. second 

article of this chapter. 
"""1,," • . .. 

~ 

The fifth chapter of this thesis contains one paper on time-
• .. ). ' 

hardening and time-softening anis·otropic nonhomogeneous thick elastic . . ~ . 
~ 

shells. The. elast~c parameter is assumed to be a function of' time of 
l 

the asl'lllptotic type - another new idea in elastic! ty introd~ed by 
! ., 

. \ 

' 
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Paria (l~S) C34.7 and Bychaws.ld and Piszezek · (1959) C1oJ~ Das 
. - -- . - . ·, . ·' . . l 

(1972) L 14./ bas. d.evelopeci this idea to obtain tt-ansi~n;t di~place-
. ' : -·)' 

ments and stltesses that exist in thick elastic shells under lnternally 
. ' . . f 

and. externally appli.ed time-depedent ·loads in radial motion of an 
. . • . . - J 

1nf1Di tely long circular cylindrical shell and in. radially sYumietr.-ie 
. . - T 

" . . - - . : 
. motion of a spherical shell~ Das (1973) L 16./ bas further ~tended 

; 

the idea to ·nonhomogeneous body and found out . the displacement . and 
t . ' 

- ~ 

stresses· in a thin circUlar plate w1 th a central hole under • state 
. . . I 

. ' ' ' j 

of extensional vibration due to dynamie loading on the boundary of the . . - r 
hole. and on the edge of' the plate. The transient displacements and 

. . i 
i 

stresses in· thick elastic spheres and cylinders ~ve been ob~ined here 
• .\ ~ . I . { 

when the surfaces ar~ sub~ ected to dynamic loads internally and exter-
. ~ 

l ' . 
nally for the following problems -

.\ 

(A) 

(B) 

'1 ·; 

radially symmetr~e motion of a spherieal she~,. 
. .. 1 

plll"e radial motion .()f an infinitely long circular 
' l 
cylinder. 

. r 
.. The .materia_! of the_ stru~tures is continuously in}omogeneous' · 

' . 1 . 
w1 th mecbanieal properties varying along the radi\18 and depehding on 

' :1 . 
. ·i. 

time. Moreover, it is spherically isetropie' for (A) and. ortho'b'opic wit, 

cylincirieal anisotropy_· for · (B~ •. 
' ' 

' ' ) 
' 
I ; 
J 

, . ne con~luding ehapt~ has only one paper on wave propagation . 
' . . i . . i 

· in. viseo-..elastic ~editmi from a spherical cav:l ty. !he medium $-s spheri• j 

cally isotropic and nonhomogeneous. Radial. displacement in sheh a mediuml. 

is :found when the surface of the spherical cavity 11:1 the me4tm is I 
. , .. ! . l I 

. f loaded. 
I 

/ 


